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Abstract: Online e-commerce sites are becoming more
popular these days and generally meant for online
shopping. Every person now-a-days is likely to buy
products online as there are more discounts, reviews,
ratings of the products. Huge number of alternatives are
retrieved for the single user feature input set for a user
interested product leading to information overload. This
large amount of information will confuse and stop the
consumer at some point of purchase. Moreover if the
customer is likely to buy the same product with less
price, he needs to visit as many sites for the best product.
This leads to draw the customer's valuable time and
effort. In this paper we extract the data from some ecommerce websites by web scrapping tools. We consider
the price, rating, reviews, shipping and cash on delivery
basic features from the extraction. Then collect the data
from n-domains to a single domain apply normalization.
Then based on the attributes and features we calculate
weight to each product and stored in a sorted order.
Based on the user input the top-k products are displayed.
Therefore the information overload is reduced and the
cross comparison is shown in the display.
Keywords: Extraction, abundant, information, overload,
cross domain, weight, comparison
1. Introduction
E-commerce websites are the new emerging business
sectors which include sales and marketing the daily usage
products. There are number of e-commerce sites
available such as amazon, flip kart, eBay, snap deal, etc.
These provide an interface where a user can buy products
online from any place having access to internet. These
websites stores the data about both the customers and the
products. They display the products based on the user
profile, interest and the past purchase of user.
Now-a- days in e-commerce websites generate tera
bytes of data per second which leads to huge amount of
data which results in complexities for analysis. The ecommerce websites is emerging as one of the largest
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sectors in the economy. The e-commerce websites is
expected to grow from US$ 6 billion to US$ 70 billion
during 2015-2020. More over as technology keeps on
updating there are more number of new arrivals of
products into the market. So as a result lot of data about
the customers and product information are generated
from e-commerce sites. So such data is popularly meant
as "Big data". To analyze such big data, traditional
methods of data mining are not helpful. The datamining
concept is still helping the organizations for decision
making in their respective sectors. As part of their
business online shopping websites provide data of
products within their sites. In this case online shoppers
are provided with a large amount of information to the
customer for a single product they purchase in their
website. The information is giving insight view to the
customer before purchasing a product. This abundant
information provided for thousands of products leads to
the information overload which is again a question mark
to the customer to buy a product.
When a user want to purchase a particular product he
will search for the product and its specifications in every
domain for finding the best product. [9]Online retailers
are providing a large amount of information for saving
time and effort of the customers and to increase the sales
in their e-stores. Providing less information about the
product may not give clarity to for the customer. [14]
While to clarify the customer with full information
available for each product and also with large number of
alternatives lead to information overload [3]Giving more
choices for single product and providing a large
information about the possible choice sets is a challenge
for both user and retailers. [17] Therefor the customer has
difficulty in deciding the best product to purchase among
the given alternatives. This may again increase the effort
of the user to choose then every e-store is providing the
filters for the optimized products that are organized
according to the product information.[15] But in other
sense the amount of information provided by any e-store
will decide the probability of purchasing the product by
the user therefore that decides the increase in
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profit.[2]The decision makers of the product purchase are
the reviews given by the past purchased customers and
the recommendations given by the stores by considering
the interests and the user preferences. [16]This large
amount of information making the customer confuse to
buy the best product and stopping him at some point in
the purchasing procedure.[13] Every customer will cross
check for a single similar products from several domains
of the e-commerce websites which will increase the effort
and time to find a best product and reduces the interest of
customer to purchase the products. [4]Then now some of
the e-stores are producing the cross domain
recommendation system. Which gives the information
about the similar product from several e-stores by
displaying according to the user preferences. [5]This
approaches are not proved to display the best product
from the market of the different domains then there is no
sure of the customer buying an efficient product based on
his preferences.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Data Extraction
Data extraction is a process of retrieving the required
information from a website. For any research or the data
analysis the websites doesn’t give you the raw data from
their databases. There are many tools available in the
market for extraction of such data are easy web extract,
import.io, webhose.io, dex.io, visual scrapper, parse hub,
scrapping hub etc. These tools will help in retrieving any
kind of data such as text, url, numeric, that are listed
automatically in an order specified by the user or in-built.
The data is extracted easily based on different filters
applied without any manual search. The data from some
e-commerce websites can be retrieved based on the
similarity ratio which give out all the similar type of data
into as single file. This type of extractors are used for the
e-commerce market research, data analysis.
2.2 Algorithms used by popular E-commerce sites
Some of the popular e-commerce websites are amazon,
flip kart, eBay etc, are using respective search engine
algorithms for retrieving the products based on customer
search keyword. The search engine used by amazon is the
A9. Once the customer enters a keyword the ranking
algorithm starts to show the relevant data that are
accurately matched to the customer search. Flip kart
search engine is apache solr which uses the apache
lucene library to store the data based on index called
inverted index and retrieve the data from the index based
on cutomer query.
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2.3 Information Overload
[1] In online shopping there is a huge increase in
information. In order to solve the overload problem, this
study explored a solution based on the role of
unconscious as opposed to conscious thought. By
combining perspectives from the Unconscious Thought
Theory and Information Processing Theory in a unified
model, we examined the role of thinking mode in
consumers’ decision satisfaction. Results show that
unconscious thought is an effective way to solve the
information overload problem and is thus worthy of
special attention in the design of e-commerce web pages.
They are two mechanisms that people use to process
information: conscious thought and unconscious thought.
Conscious thought has been proved to be more
systematic and more appropriate for routine tasks,
whereas unconscious thought is less systematic and
performs better in complex situations. [2]The semantic
architecture for e-commerce using ontology language like
RDF(Resource Description Framework). This RDF gives
the overview about how the producer describes their
resource along with its features. The searching is done by
an search agent by taking the sqrl query from the user
preferences and display the products based on this by an
ontology agent. Which is described as an efficient data
production.
2.4 Cross Domain Recommendation System
[3] The cross-domain recommendation systems in this
paper is done with collaborative filtering strategies. After
the collaborative filtering only the user preferences are
taken and the content about the items or any descriptive
analysis is ignored. There two cross-domain
recommendation tasks which are improving the quality of
recommendation, making joint recommendation. This
cross-domain task is conducted in four situations such as
no overlap, full overlap, item overlap, user overlap. In the
collaborative filtering based relations initially the user
ratings and the items weight age is drawn in the form of a
matrix which is different in different systems. One of the
best approach for the collaborative filtering is nearest
neighbouring algorithm among the items and the users.
The rating of a target item is generated by taking the
average rating of similar item and the similar user.
Therefore in this two aspects are covered which are the
relation between items and the relation between the users.
There are three main strategies in the cross-domain
recommendation tasks are integrating and exploiting the
user preferences. The cross-domain recommendation
tasks based on the type of knowledge are collective rating
patterns, common latent factors and correlations of
users/item latent factors.[4] The research on this topic is
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United States Patent Application Publication. In this
paper shows the common infrastructures required for the
integration of the products of any online vendors for
conducting the cross vendor searches. Provides the
procedure for the customer log in and the cross-domain
recommendation. Initially the customer authenticated into
a web server e-commerce account and then a common
infrastructure for the cross platform product search is
activated and then the products from various sites are
displayed along with the link to those websites. From
each individual site the products selected and the
browsed items in the website are stored in to the local
basket. Then after completion the customer will do local
checkout and then the information is stored in the global
basket. Then again the control is returned to the ecommerce portal, then checked for any other transaction
is present or not. If there is any transaction then the
customer has to follow the same procedure until the
customer has no other transaction. Then finally after
payment fulfillment the customer will be checked out
globally. Then each ordered items are aggregated based
on each merchant until no other item is to be aggregated.
3. Information Overload
The focused part of this modern e-commerce web sites
creating information, processing the information for the
extraction of knowledge and sharing this large amount of
information. [14]Every factor in management of business
relays on the information provided. Any e-store with
small amount of information may not be in a position to
give a detailed and flow of information.[2]The actual
flow of this information will specify about the quality of
the product and increases its way to recommend for the
customer. [1]One of the advantage of this large amount
of information is that to specify the detailed information
about a particular product and to extract the knowledge
from it for recommending to the particular user based on
his preferences. [17] Again that leads the customer with
different products on his single specified features then he
has to decide based on the priority of feature required by
him from the information provided. [9]This large amount
of information storing for a single item will not last in
large data base but e-stores are with the lakhs of products
and large information of these larger items will be
required a large data base. The main problem faced by
every user is while purchasing a product every e-store
will produce all the alternate products nearer to the user
requirement which result in confusion of the user.
[10]There are two types of alternatives such as the higher
quality alternative and the lower quality alternative
among the choices given to the customer which are not
differentiated that shows the customer that the e-stores
are not giving importance to quality of the product.[18]
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This will give a negative impact and intension to the
customer on the e-store therefore he may not be
interested to purchase any product from this e-store.
This problem is solved by using the methodology of
computing a factor called weight for each product
considering some factors of the product that are
commonly available for a product. Then the alternate
solutions for a single search is defined by the threshold to
be displayed. Based on this the items are sorted and
displayed so that it makes easy for a customer to choose
the best product. The product information of a single
search is taken from the different domains and then
sorted based on their weights in the decreasing order and
then displaying them in a single interface by specifying
the required information about the product to the
customer. Now the customer will be having the less
choices and the best items from all the e-stores available
so that it makes easy for the customer to choose the best
and required product. Even though sometimes the
customer may not be getting exact item of his search then
the nearly alternate items and the better items of the
search are displayed then the customer may be
compromised in purchasing the nearly available product
from a single website. Therefore this saves the time and
effort of the customer for the next search of the required
item. [13]Since the time is precious for any one, every estore must have a process that is optimized otherwise that
will give a negative impact to the customer. [15] Though
it is a drawback known to every e-store but they are not
removing any information and not responding to this
information overload situation since the product with
large information will have more chances of increasing
sales.
4. Cross Domain Recommendation System
[12] The recommendations that are generated by the
experts for making customer to decide easily when
purchasing a product. Therefore this recommendations
are done by taking the user interests, profile and previous
purchase of products [8] One of the main reason that the
recommendations are not so helpful to customer that are
generated by any e-store since they are differ from the
way of thinking of each customer.[11] The customer
requires the recommendation from a e-store that gives out
these three a trusted , easy choosing and providing clear
details about the product. Every customer when
purchasing an item he will list out all of his requirements
and start searching for an efficient product from several
domains. This searching of various websites will waste
the customer precious time and increases his effort of
finding the best product. [12] In some cases
recommendations also play a negative role based on the
reactance of the customer. For every e-store there may be
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a change of price than the other and the change of
features of the product. So, that a customer wants to
search and analyse factors of a product shown. The
problem faced here is due to large amount of information
about products and lakhs of products the customer may
not be able to visit every item and see the specifications
that are matching to his preferences.
This has been overcome by using a single interface
with limited number of products and also the products are
displayed from the different domains therefore the user
can easily select his required item from already compared
and sorted display. The data is collected from n-domains
based on the user search keyword then weights are
computed for each product. According to these weights
the items are sorted. Based on the threshold value of the
display function the top k-best items are displayed.
Therefore the customer can just select the product from
that interface which is displaying with comparison. This
will reduce the time and effort of the customer in
searching of best product. For example let us consider a
customer want to buy a mobile from any e-store then he
started searching different e-commerce sites for the
product but he will be available with lots of alternate
solutions in one of his exact solution. Therefore the
customer will be confused to what to buy due to large
amount of information and after a large analysis he may
stop the search and purchase. If we provide an interface
where all the data about his search keyword is taken from
n-domains and filtered by using one of the factor called
weight and displaying only the top k best products then it
makes the user selection easy by reducing time to search
and can just select whatever the product he required
based on his preferences.
Though sometimes the customer may not be having
the exact search product then while search filtering the
interface may show there are no matching products
available. This has been overcome by displaying the
products having the nearer features to the user search.
Where the alternate product may be above or below the
requirement of the customer. Where some customers may
compromise in buying a low rated product when they
have not found the exact one or the customer can show
interest in buying the above rated one by affording some
more money. [8] Every customer will have two strategies
in decision making on choosing products among a huge
list.one is the compensatory and other is simplifyheuristic which uses the relative weights of the attribute
that results in the best product. These are the two cases
where the e-retailers can make a customer to buy even
though they may not find the exact product and
specifications. Giving weight to the products and
prioritizing the products may show the quality of the
product and the easy purchase of the customer by seeing
the product from n-domains in a single interface.
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5. Proposed System Diagram

Figure 1. The diagram of proposed system methodology
6. Proposed Methodology
6.1 Data Collection
The data is collected from n-domains such as amazon,
flip kart, etc. The extraction is done by using some of the
web scrapping tools such as easy web extract, import.io
etc. Then in the next step the data is stored in the
individual data bases according to the site we have
extracted. The next step is cleaning of data by eliminating
the missing values, ordering of attributes of the data and
collecting all the important attributes.

Figure 2. The raw data extracted using import.io
The raw data extracted using
downloaded as csv file shown in fig 2.

import.io

and
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6.2 Data Cleaning
The next step from here is the data cleaning all the data
files from n-sites
sites are taken and summarized to the
required attributes as shown below:

Figure 4. The normalized data of flip kart and amazon
The above process is done using R-tool
R
by importing
the data into R and then applying the formula on the
required columns for further computation. This process
has mainly focused on the parameters such as rating,
price, reviews given by the past customers and some of
the features like shipping and cash on delivery which
helps as an add on advantage for the customer to
purchase a product easily and get it easily. These
parameters are taken as input to the next step of
computing weight to the product.
6.4 Weight computation
Figure 3. The cleaned data from the amazon and flip
kart

The computation is done by taking the following
equation:

6.3 Normalization

0.1 ∗

This process is done in the n-sites
sites simultaneously then
this is given as an input to the next step which is
normalization. In this we have used the general standard
min-max normalization for converting the values in the
columns to 0-11 range. The normalization equation:
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The value generated in this process (Eq (8)) will be
taken as the important parameter that give out the quality
and accuracy of the product search by a customer. By
giving the percentage importance to each parameter we
take as input there won’t be any imbalance
imba
in giving out
the products. This uneven importance to each parameter
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represents the degree of importance given from the
customer point ofview. Then on applying the above
formula we will get certain value as weight to each
product in the data base. The weight calculated here will
be also in the range of 0-1 since all the parameters we
considered are normalized to 0-1. The result is as shown
in fig 5.
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items are displayed in a separate interface in the
decreasing order of their weights. So, that the best
product will be on the top of the table followed by next
best. Then the user may choose in the less good choices
available. This procedure will reduce the time of the
customer in searching and purchasing of products.
7. Comparision of Results
By implementing the above procedure the information
overload and the cross domain searching is reduced for
the customer. The above procedure we have applied on
the data of laptops taken from the amazon and flip kart ecommerce websites. If we consider the individual result
of the amazon and flip kart we got large number of
alternatives with huge amount of information about the
product we entered as a key word which takes long time
decide for purchasing the product.
Now we will initially go for the result of searching for
a Lenovo laptop in the amazon e-store then we got a
result of hundreds of products available as shown in fig
6.

Figure 5. The weight computed data of flipkart
and amazon
Then this is passed as an input to the next step where
all the data is collected from n-sites with weights are
stored in a single data base.
Now from the other side we provide user preference to
search for a particular product. By taking the key word
we fetch the records from the fully collected data and the
items are sorted based on weights.
6.5 Top-K Analysis
Then result is passed on to the top-k analysis where a
threshold value is fixed in the back end such that we get
the less alternatives for choosing a product. Then this k-
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Figure 6. The result for search of Lenovo
laptops in amazon
The above result is showing many Lenovo laptop but
cannot specify the best quality laptop to the customer
initially and providing huge information the customer has
to go through each and every laptop and has search for
the best which take up the effort and interest of the
customer on online shopping.
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The next we have searched for the same Lenovo
laptops in another e-commerce
commerce website called flip kart
then the result is as shown in fig 7.
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display forr the customer purchasing wego for the top-k
top
analysis and display only the top best
b products as shown
in fig 8.

Figure 8. The result for search of Lenovo laptops in
weighted product search
The result in fig 8 is displayed in as single interface by
specifying the features, weights that are computed and a
link for further procedure of purchasing the product are
displayed. So, that after customer deciding to buy the
product from the displayed less choices then he can click
on the link beside to go to
o the home e-store
e
for the further
process of purchasing. This has reduced the time of the
customer to choose and the time to search for a best
product from the available n e--stores. Therefore by this
implementation we have overcome the problem of the
information
rmation overload and the cross domain product
recommendation system.
8. Conclusion

Figure 7. The result for search of Lenovo laptops
in flip kart
The search is resulted in hundreds of alternatives
where the user has to search for the required product
from those hundreds and has to decide his preferred
which may make him to stop due to confusion. Reducing
this type of searching by the customer and by increasing
the quality of display procedure the above proposed
methodology will help in optimizing the search and
purchase process of the customer. This proposed
methodology is implemented by taking the data from the
above two e-commerce web sites and storing
ring it in a single
database by computing weights to each product. Finally
by taking the user input search on the full data collected
the products are sorted in the decreasing order of their
weights. Then by taking a threshold of k best items to
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This paper has main focus on providing the customer
with the best products from the different e-commerce
e
websites. Cross domainrecommendation
recommendation has been done
by gathering thee information from the user about the
product he want to purchase and his requirements. From
this the combinations are generated from the user
requirements and the system generated product list then
by comparing both the results and using a weighted
similarity
rity matrix and prioritizing the extracted list of
products. The information overload is avoided by
considering the top k items from the extracted list of
weighted similarity matrix. This process has been
implemented on the static data available in n-sites
n
this
can be further implemented on the dynamic data.
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